Bull Session
2018
Goals for Bull Session:

• More discussion
  • Small Groups = more discussion and less intimidation

• Focused Discussion First
  • Ideas/\textit{Suggested} Discussion Points

• Any Industry Relevant Discussion Next
Pyrolysis of Biosolids to Biochar

• Relevant at my facility?...
• Obstacles to implementation...
• Take away...

• How does the water reclamation industry manage public perception if using biosolids in a biochar (and other re-use products)?
RINs/Biogas/Digestion

• Relevant at my facility?...
• Obstacles to implementation...
• Take away...

• How does the water reclamation industry account for risks associated with lack of guarantee pertaining to incentives?
Digestion Advancements – Waste For Energy

• Relevant at my facility?...
• Obstacles to implementation...
• Take away...

• How does the water reclamation industry collaborate with their commissions to promote investments that expand the facilities scope of services?
NEW Water’s Water Resource and Energy Project

• Relevant at my facility?...
• Obstacles to implementation...
• Take away...

• How does the water reclamation industry sustain investment in facilities to match needs and move the industry forward?
Bull Session Schedule

• Break into groups ~5 minutes
  • Each group assign a reporter
• Discuss subjects ~30 minutes
• Congregate as large group ~15 minutes
  • Reporter gives a few “take-home” points from their respective discussion